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Tonight I want to say something a little out of the ordinary. Yes,

i want to talk about our accomplishments in 1985 and our plans for 1986,

but i also want to talk about what they tell us about this state as a

communityi and about the values and character that have made us a

showcase for the nation. i want to share with you some of the things

that i have seen and learned over the past several months and what i

believe we can do together to create a future of unparalleled opportunity

for ourselves and for our fellow citizens.
"*"

1985 was an extraordinary year in massachusetts.

a year when we wrote some gpeat new chapters in the massachusetts

success story.

a year which saw the passage of an education bill that can ensure

quality €ducation for every student in this commonwealth.

a year that will make the word opportunity mean something for

injured workers and their families.

a year when we again provided our cities and towns with a generous

share of the commonwealth's growth revenues—and special help for

Boston—thanks to the mayor of this city.

a year of tremendous progress in strengthening the quality of life

for all of our citizens—with strict controls on acid rain, tough

penalties on polluters, and new investments to clean up our rivers and

streams and harbors.

a year when we reaffirmed and expanded our commitment to decent and

affordable housing for all of our citizens.

a year when we approved a record-breaking transportation bond issue

that will help us with the traffic problems of today while we build a

first-class transportation system for tomorrow.
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A YEAR WHEN WE REDOUBLED OUR EFFORTS TO MAKE OUR HIGWAYS SAFE~WITH

MORE AND TOUGHER DRUNK DRIVING ENFORCEMENT AND A SEATBELT LAW—OR SHOULD

I SAY A LIEEBEJJ LAW, FOR THAT IS WHAT IT IS—THAT WILL SPARE THOUSANDS

OF MASSACHUSETTS FAMILIES THE TRAGEDY OF DEATH AND CRIPPLING INJURY.

A YEAR WHEN WE APPROVED THE LARGEST TAX CUT IN THE COMMONWEALTH'S

HISTORY—ONE THAT I AM PROUD TO SAY PROVIDES SUBSTANTIAL BENEFITS FOR OUR

LOW AND MIDDLE-INCOME TAXPAYERS.

A YEAR WHEN MASSACHUSETTS HAD AN UNEMPLOYMENT RATE OF 3.9E~THE

LOWEST OF ANY INDUSTRIAL STATE IN THE NATION FOR THE THIRD YEAR IN A ROW.

To the Speaker and the Senate President, a special word of thanks

FOR ALL YOU HAVE DONE TO MAKE THIS POSSIBLE.

AND TO THE MEMBERS OF THE GENERAL COURT AND THE FINE TEAM OF MEN AND

WOMEN IN MY ADMINISTRATION WHO HAVE WORKED WITH YOU~MY THANKS AND

APPRECIATION TO YOU ALL.

Working with you I hope we can accomplish even more in 1986—tough

and fair criminal sentencing lawsi the reform of our pension and medical

malpractice systems; a continued assault on solid and hazardous wastes;

fundamental improvement in our care and treatment of the seriously and

chronically mentally ill—these are just some of the things we will be

working on together in the coming months.

and with your continued support. we will make 1986 every bit as

successful as 1985.

but the achievements of this past year were not limited just to the

State House.

For across this Commonwealth people and communities were writing

their own success stories—success stories that are making this state a

Common-wealth in the best sense of the word—a place whepe people come
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first and where citizens take pride in who they ape .and what they ape

doing and sharing together.

One of those stories is the story of the towns of Athol and Orange.

Back in 1982, you could see and feel the hard times in those towns. It

got so bad that each morning hundreds of people, without jobs in their

own communities, would get on buses to make the long journey to

framingham, two hours away.
-?

but when i visited there this past november, what i saw was a very

different story.

i saw two downtowns—old but with charm and vitality—both coming

back strong. i welcomed new businesses that were just arriving; and i

visited what had been a failing company and met with mo new owners—£ll

former etfplsyees who are bringing their company back to life,

theie.ihjngs didn't. happen_by_accideni.

Pride. Hard work. Plenty of help from the Commonwealth. Lots of

help and encouragement from each other. that's the story of athol and

Orange today.

And what's happening in those two proud old towns is happening all

over Massachusetts.

It's happening on Columbia Road in Dorchester where the Poxbury

Multi-Service Center, Boston's building trades unions and Massachusetts

businesses have contributed their skills and resources to turn a bombed

out shell of a building into a new home for ten homeless Massachusetts

families.

And today a building that may look perfectly ordinary on the

outside—just another residence—is a home that shines with the character

and heart of the people oi^our state.
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IT'S HAPPENING IN FlTCHBURG WHERE DORIS LUPACZYKPlNEO—THE MOTHER OF

TWO SMALL CHILDREN—MADE AN INVESTMENT IN HER LIFE—AND WITH THE HELP OF

our ET Choices Program enrolled in a training course at the Montachusett

Employment Training Center.

Today she is an electronics technician for Hudson West in Fitchburg

earning nearly $6.00 an hour. has her life been changed? listen to her

own words

:

the door to let my family out of the trap has been lifted."

And last November she and her new husband, a student in that same

training course, were able to buy a home—their first.

And yet, while WE CELEBRATE OUR SUCCESS and work to create an even

better future, we have once again been reminded in these past few

weeks—reminded through the stark tragedy of the loss of human

lives—that the job is not yet finished.

James Woods—the man the newspapers called Jimmy the Broom. Alone,

homeless, yet stpangely independent. a man who, for his own reasons,

wouldn't go to a shelter but insisted on living by himself in a downtown

garage. and then. in a sad and disturbing accident, one cold night. he

burned to death. i don't know what the answer is for james woods and

others like him. but i know this—there must be an answer, and it is up

to all of us to find it.

And Mike Ventresca ano Dennis Kauff—two young men in the prime of

their careers—both taken from us in stupid, senseless automobile

accidents just blocks from where they lived. we don't have the answer

for those tragedies either—but i can tell you this: i, for one, will

not stop until our message about the dangers of drug and alcohol abuse

reaches every school and every community in this commonwealth.
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These stories—inspiring in many cases, tragic in otheps—say much

ABOUT WHO WE ARE AND WHAT THIS COMMONWEALTH IS ALL ABOUT.

FOR IN THE LAST ANALYSIS, WHAT WE HAVE DONE IN MASSACHUSETTS THESE

PAST THREE YEARS REFLECTS A SIMPLE BUT PROFOUND IDEA—AN IDEA AS POWERFUL

AS ANY IN HUMAN HISTORY.

IT IS THE IDEA OF COMMUNITY . ITISTHE IDEA THAT WE ARE IN THIS
M^ fc|f ~ if

together; thaf regardless of rac^wtthnic origin op how much money you

have, iach fif us counts. and that by working together to create

opportunity for all, all of us are enriched—not just in economic terms,

but enriched as citizens aid as human beings.

It is an idea that was first planted in the New World right here in

massachusetts.

"we must," said this commonwealth's first governor, "love one

another with a pure heart fervently. we must delight in each other, make

each others
1

conditions our own, rejoice together, mourn together, labor

and suffer together. if one member suffers, all suffer with it* if one

be in honop, all rejoice with it."

John Winthrop was not talking just about material success. Of

course, that dimension of our lives is important. we all want a good

life for ourselves and our families.

He was also talking about the SATISFACTION THAT COMES FROM LIVING in

a community in which others ape doing well, too. the satisfaction that

comes from living in a community in which we take pride in the

achievements of each other.

When Ruby Sampson and her children leave fourteen years of welfare

and she becomes an operating room technician at the brigham and women's
;•

Hospital, we are all enriched and ennobled.
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When Arnie Hiatt and Jack Connors and Tom Flatley open quality day

care centers for their employees, we are all. enriched and ennobled.

When Tommy McIntyre aid his bricklayers build new housing in South

Boston at a cost that families can afford, we are all enriched and

ennobled.

AND WHEN TEN THOUSAND P£QE^^ALK a hundred thousand miles to raise

a million dollars to feed the hungryTwe are all enriched and ennobled.

Confidence in ourselves. Commitment to each other. That is the

Spirit of Massachusetts.

That is what a well-known f closopher and senior statesman for the

New England Patriots, named Julius Adams, was talking about the other day

when he said, "We have a new attitude around us. We work as a team. Not

I, but we."

And that is why we must continue to invest in the extraordinary

strengths that Massachusetts already possesses—our world wide reputation

for educational excellence; the quality of our environment; the

strength of our economy; the feeling of common concern for each other.

now there will be some who will criticize this commitment to invest

in our people—in our communities—in our future. they will say that we

are spending too much—that the resources we are dedicating to our common

problems are too generous.

i reject that criticism. i challenge those who would have us do

LESS.

Let them go to Athol and Orange. Let them visit those day care

centers; and that shelter on columbia road. and let them talk to ruby

Sampson and Doris Lupactyk Pineo and Tommy McIntyre. j
And I want to tell them in advance that I stand ready to capry our
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case to you, the citizens of the commonwealth. you understand the folly

of the nay-sayeps. you know that only by investing in our strengths can

we remain strong.

These investments in our future will take many forms. But three of

them are especially important—living. learning. and working .

in the past, these three ideas have been at the heart of the

American Dream: the promise of one day owning your own home? the belief

that education is the ladder of opportunity for all? and the promise of

worj< as a means to self-reliance and a better life. we still cherish

these dreams in massachusetts: we are determined to keep them alive now

and in the future. -

so tomorrow i will join with the bruno family and their neighbors

for a genuine. old-fashioned house-raising on mission hlll. we'll be

launching our new homeownership opportunity program—a statewide effort

that will bring home ownership within the reach of thousands of

first-time homebuyers all across massachusetts.

Next week in my budget message I will be recommending to you the

largest increase in history for our public colleges and universities and

the largest-ever scholarship assistance program so that the dream of a

college education can stay alive for thousands of massachusetts high

school students who have the ability to climb that ladder but may lack

the financial means to make it happen.

And we will continue to expand our efforts to bring economic

opportunity to every citizen of this commonwealth.

l£ will still provide for those who are down and out—who lack a

minimally decent standard of living—who need the helping hand of a

compassionate community. \
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but there is an old chinese proverb that i believe in as deeply as i

believe in anything: "give a man a fish and you feed him for a day.

Teach him how to fish and you feed him for a lifetime."

That is why I travelled to Roxbury last week to open our first

EMPLOYMENT OFFICE IN THAT NEIGHBORHOOD. AND THAT IS WHY WE WILL REDOUBLE

OUR EFFORTS TO PROVIDE MORE AND BETTER TRAINING i MORE AND BETTER CHILD

CAREi MORE AND BETTER ADULT EDUCATION, ESPECIALLY EDUCATION FOR LITERACY

WHICH TOO MANY OF OUR FELLOW CITIZENS STILL LACK—THE KIND OF SUPPORT AND

ENCOURAGEMENT THAT SAYS TO EVERY MASSACHUSETTS CITIZEN: WE'RE CREATING

AH ECONOMIC MIRACLE IN THIS STATE. AND. WE. WAKT YOU 10 B£ A £ARI OF II.

And yet we have another responsibility—perhaps our MOST IMPORTANT

one—the responsibility to look ahead over the next decade and a half to

the year two thousand and to create a future for our children al€> our

children's children that will make the massachusetts success story theirs

as well as ours.

For the past three months hundreds of representatives of our

business, labor and educational communities have joined our state

economic development team and me in visits to plants and offices and

schools and laboratories all across this commonwealth. we looked, we

listened, and asked a lot of questions.

It was an eye-opening experience. We saw men and women in every

corner of this commonwealth thinking, creating, investing. producing,

pushing into the frontiers of the future. working together to create the

twenty-first century here and now.

Because what we heard and saw is so important to the future of all

of us, i'd like to share some of it with you this evening.
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(LIGHTS GO DOWN. SLIDE SHOW STARTS hERE)

We visited with hundreds of people at 36 SITES in every region of

the Commonwealth—people who with skill and energy are creating the

future today.

At Ocean Spray in Middleboro and at the G.E. plant in Fitchburg, we

saw how management and labor. working togethfr, drawing on that reserve

of grit am) creativity and know-how which has made massachusetts workers

famous—have not only saved these two mature industries but have made

them more productive than ever before.

At United Merchants in Fall River we saw a long time textile

manufacturer applying new machinery and new technology to the making of

one of this state's oldest products—and doing it profitably and well.

we were encouraged by visits to companies like aeonics in blllepica

and Barry Controls in Watertown. both Massachusetts companies that are

deeply involved in the development of new technology that will help other

older Massachusetts and U.S. industries to become more efficient, more

productive, more competitive.

We discovered that there was still plenty of life in farming and

food production—right here in the bay state. state of the art egg

production at john rlcca's farm in westminster, with nearly half a

million chickens! and some of the world's finest cattle breeding

facilities—that's right, cattle breeding—at grand oak farm in south

HADLEY.

WE SAT IN WONDER AS WE LOOKED AT SOME OF THE THINGS THAT ARE ALREADY

COMING OUT OF THE ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE LABORATORY AT MIT—NOT JUST

ROBOTS BUT MOVING. FLEXIBLE HANDS THAT WILL SOME DAY DO WORK THAT TODAY

ONJU THE HUMAN HAND CAN D%~AND WE MARVELED AT DR. WILLIAM CHICK'S
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research at lmass medical school that is producing new ways to help

people who suffer from diabetes lead healthier, more normal, more

productive lives.

we were impressed over and over again at how basic research in the

laboratories of our universities—the stuff of science fiction only

yesterday—is being transformed into commercially successful products

that create jobs and. sometimes, whole new industries. photovoltaic

cells at Spire Corporation in Bedford that are already making the

production of electricity from sunlight a real and growing prospect in

our lifetime? and new communication technologies at mlllitech in south

deerfield that have come from research at the world-class labs of the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst.

We were amazed by what we saw at Benthos in Falmouth—the creator of

the undersea technology that found the titanic—and bose in framingham—

a

name that anyone who has ever purchased a stereo will

recognize—companies that are not only demonstrating enormous

technological know-how and marketing acumen but are using them to

out-hustle, out-compete and out-sell their international competition all

over the world—including japan.

we heard over and over again that in massachusetts economic growth

and environmental quality go hand-in-hand. amd that the unique quality

of life in this state—our parks, our beaches, our museums, our

neighborhoods—is what makes it so easy for our companies to attract and

keep the excellent people they need.

i came away from these visits with a strong sense that we now have

the opportunity to build an environment for growth and innovation and

change which could reap dividends for generations to come.
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END OF SLIDES

This Friday we will be asking many of the people who made those

visits to join us in a day-long conference here at the state house on

innovation and the economy of the future.

We'll be discussing the issues that were raised in those visits,

issues that go to the heart of our future—as individuals and as a

community.

how do we nurture and sustain innovation so that massachusetts can

continue to lead the nation as an economic showcase and a beacon of

opportunity?

how can we help to get more good ideas out of the laboratory and the

inventor's garage and into the marketplace?

how can we do a better job of promoting and carrying massachusetts

products and services to the markets of the world?

how do we continue to enjoy economic growth and success without

choking on traffic congestion and the skyrocketing cost of housing?

And in a world where the average worker will change jobs at least

five times during his or her working life, how do we make opportunities

for new skills and new knowledge available to our citizens long after

they have left high school and college for the world of work?

These are challenging questions. They are impoptant questions. And

they are questions we must answer to guarantee that, even if the future

is as different from the present as the present is from the past,

massachusetts will continue to lead the way.

we take up that challenge this week. and i invite every citizen of

this Commonwealth to join with us as. together, we chart our future.

More than 350 years a^o, John Winthrop first sounded his call to
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community—a call that has guided this commonwealth throughout our

history—as the community that first understood the meaning of an

American Thanksgiving? as the forge for the American Revolution? as the

nation's classroom, using public funds to help establish Harvard and MIT

and umass ano so many other fine colleges and universities; as the seed

bed of the industrial .revolution and now the high tech revolution; in

the legislative vision to adopt the nation's first child labor law amd to

create the first state hospital for the mentally ill.

That is our legacy—as a people and as a community. And now we

enter a new era—a period as rich in promise as any in our past. a time

of economic change and social challenge.

and sometime in the next century. when this new era enters our

children's history books, let them record this—that by building on our

traditions of community and of opportunity. once again. the people of

massachusetts led the way.

Thank you very much.


